We generalize Bazilevic's Theorem and provide an alternative proof of an important theorem of Hamilton.
(1.1) (l-rn)2/fe|/(rne^,)|>C, u = 1,2,..., k, n = 1,2,..., for (1.2) 8 < ffM -0^ < 2tt -8, l<u<p<k.
The following is from works of Hayman [4] and Eke [2] .
Theorem A. // f(z) = z + Y.n=2a«2" e s> then lim ||a"| -|an+i|| < 1 n-*oo except f G S(0i,62).
In 1982 Hamilton [3] obtained a beautiful result:
THEOREM B. If f(z) = z + ^2^2anzn G S(9u92), then lim ||an| -|an+i|| < 1.
n-^oo
Here we generalize Bazilevic's Theorem and provide an alternate proof of this important theorem of Hamilton. where C is determined by (1.1) and 0j, ¿s one of the limit points of {On } for each u(u=l,2,...,k).
The case k = 1 is due to Bazilevic [1] .
PROOF. Notice the following identity:
1 \ wS ' 
The case A; = 1 is proved in [5] . PROOF. Choose a curve such that / is conformai at ±1, so will have angular limit. Then there exists lim(l-r)|/(±r)| = a > 0.
r-»1
The cusp can be chosen so that wn -> oo in the cusp dist(w", C -f(D)) = oo. The same will be true for (1 -z2)f(z) = /n. Thus /o is not Bloch at ±i, and therefore cannot be BMO A (since /o is univalent near ±i). This example was provided by the referee.
5. Another remark. The contents of this paper have been presented to the meeting on Function Theory held in Nanjing in May 1985.
